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Introduction 

I believe that it is important in the present context in which we seek to recoostruct 

South African society in more hwnan and inclusive ways for critics to engage with 

forms which have a great deal of ''popular'' appeal and cultural currency, but which 

have received little serious academic attention: fonns like the complex musical and 

verbal texts of maskanda musicians such as Thami Vilakazi. (Muller 1994:231). 

The above quotation lays the foundation for the study of maskalldi song as social protest. 

Phuzekhemisi, like Thami Vilakazi, is a maskallda guitarist of KwaZulu-Natal who, through his music, 

has reflected the lives and feelings, beliefs and attitudes of at least one, and possibly many other, 

poverty-stricken community in current South African society. 

In this study I write about traditional music that has been marginalised by educated Black society. It is 

important to note that this form of protest is different from that directed at the government of the 

Nationalist Party: This is the song by a Black man aimed at the government led by Black people, 

This study does not discuss all types of protest song. Lt only takes into account the poverty-stricken 

community of Umkhomazi where Phuzekhemisi expresses the community' s concern about there being 

no development. This study focuses, therefore, on one protest song, Izwe Alilh",hllki (The area is not 

developing). 

I found Carol Muller's article about maskaJloo guitarist, Thami Vilakazi, very useful and relevant to 

my study. Phuzekhemisi, like Thami Vilakazi, is a Zulu guitarist in KwaZulu-Natal. Muller defines the 

term maskallda as derived from the Afiikaans word mllsikalll (musician), and like Afrikaans folk-
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music. maskanda may be played on concertina, pIano accordion, violin and is most frequently. 

perfonned on traditional Zulu musical bows (1999:221 ). Carol MuUer (1999:220) comments thus: 

Phuzekhemisi 's Zulu guitar perfonnance represents the consummation of the development of a 

highly individualised Zulu musical practice that intersects with a larger musical tradition more 

COIlilllonly known as maskanda. 

She goes on to point out that: 

In the rural areas, a maskanda wandered from one homestead to the next. In the urban areas, 

musicians may play when requested by their immediate community, or more frequently they seek 

out a deal to be recorded and mass mediated. (1999:221) 

She further says: 

Maskanda is an extremely fluid musical traditional, one that is constantly manipulated to reflect on 

and critique the social reality of individual musicians in the rural and urban environments of 

KwaZulu-Natal. (1999:22 1) 

Muller continues to say that, more recently, musicians like Vusi Ximba, Phuzekhemisi and Khethani 

have become extremely popular because of the biting social satire expressed in their texts" (1999:22 1) . 

Song has been used for the establishment of identity, both individual and group, globally since time 

immemorial. As a member of the poverty-stricken rural people of Northern KwaZulu-Natal. I am 

aware that maskandi music is playing an increasingly important role as the voice of protest in such 
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communities, who feel betrayed and abandoned by the new democratically elected government. 

Phuzekhemisi' s song is a vehicle which reflects people' s feelings and emotions and directs them at the 

government because it is failing to deliver. Phuzekhemisi warns the government through his song to 

deliver on their political promises before people get angry and take action. Kgobe (1985:50) remarks 

that "Music is indispensable for al1 men's feelings and emotion", 

Secondly, because maskalldi is an oral tradition, it and its current modification have not yet been 

recorded in writing. This research project will place this oral tradition on record as a contribution to 

creating an "African Africa" (Amadou Harnpate Ba) and an "African Renaissance" (Mbeki). 

Thirdly. this analysis will demonstrate the powerful mnemonic effect of the gestual-visuaV oral aural 

elements of the song as identified by Marcel Jousse (1896-1961) in the Oral Style (1924 [1990]). 

Context 

Song has been used traditionally in Africa as social monitor. Dyubhele (1994) in her article titled ''My 

song is my weapon" examined the satirical vein found in Xhosa folk-songs and show how they 

contribute to the tradition or archives of the Xhosa culture and identity. Dyubhele (1994: 143) 

examined the song sung in Xhosa society which warns the women to look after themselves carefully if 

they hope to win a partner in mamage. The song goes like this: 

Nontyolo. h(HJha Nonfyolo/ 

Zithethelele. uzokubonwa ngamadoda. 

Nontyolo, ha-oha Nontyolo 

speak for yourself that you may be seen by men. 
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Dyubhele (1994: 143) writes: 

... Every member of society is expected to respect societal nonus and values. Any violation of the 

nonns arouses a situation whereby the offender is Wlcompromisingly attacked in song. The offender 

is satirised, for he or she is basically familiar with the nonns and values of society. 

This above quotation contributes to the tone in which 1 would like to write about maskalldi protest 

song. Phuzekhemisi's song protests against those who break the norms and values of the society by 

not keeping their promises. in this case the newly elected democratic government. 

Although Phuzekhemisi has not been constitutionally elected through the ballot box to represent his 

community in parliament, he has become the voice orthe voiceless through his music. He expresses the 

people' s views, feelings, attitudes and wishes that they are themselves not in a position to do because 

of their disempowennent through poverty. ignorance of governing structures. isolation from the seat of 

power and government, and. perhaps most significantly. a lack of access to the governing mode of 

communication - literacy. The people that Phusekhemisi sings for are people who traditionally sing 

about their disempowennent and marginalisation, obliquely refening to their frustrations and 

unhappiness and their sense of betrayal . Dlamini (1994:88) confirms this idea when she says: 

In traditional Swati society a woman never reaches a stage at which she gains freedom of speech. 

Even in her manied life she has to respect her husband and her in-laws. The folk song therefore 

remains her only channel for expressing her feelings, views, attitudes and wishes. 
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Who is Phuzekhemisi? 

Like Muller who examines Thami Vilakazi, I examine Johnson Zibonele Mnyandu widely known as 

'Phuzekhemisi ' (One-who·drinks-in-the-chemist) who comes from the Umkhomazi area of KwaZulu

Natal. The community there is poverty-stricken. During the 1994 election, campaigning political 

leaders promised people roads, water electricity, clinics, schools, halls, houses and employment. After 

the election, when the Black government took control for the first time in the 300 years of South 

Afiican history, Black communities expected more. The Reconstruction and Development Programme 

(RDP) was introduced but it seemed it was improving conditions on1y in White communities. This then 

led Phuzekhemisi to sing the song Izwe alilhlllhuki (The area is not developing) which is a protest 

song. This is central to this discussion. 

Johnson got the name 'Phllzekhemisi' from this co-workers because he always crossed the road from 

where he worked to the nearby chemist, where he asked to keep drinking water in the refiigerator so 

as to keep it cold. He was then named 'Phllzekhemisi' - 'The-one-who-drinks-in-the-chemist '. 

Phuzekhemisi first appeared on the South African music scene with his brother, Khethani . Their first 

musical contribution was an album, Imbizo (Traditional Meetings) produced commercially, which sold 

100 000 copies, thus demonstrating its popularity with his community who felt that the song expressed 

their sentiments. Though their music was in isiZulu, that did not confine the a1bum to KwaZulu-Natal 

and the hostels. The music spread like a fever and 'Imbizo '. which was the title track became the 

popular song at 'street bashes' and music festiva1s. 

The song, Imbizo, satirically refers to the izimbizo which are meetings held by traditiona1 chiefs who 

are officials of local government in South Afiica. Sadly, but not unexpectedly. the chiefs attending 
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izimbizo did not take kindly to the musical message - particularly Hostel Leaders who were the ones 

who often called izimbizo. Phuzekhemizi and his brother, Khethani, were barred from perfonning in 

most hostels in the urban areas, but that did not stop their thousands of fans from buying their music 

and their popularity grew. The two brothers issued their second album, Emaphalamellde (In 

Parliament) in 1993. This album featured the hugely popular song, Udlayedwa (One-who-eats-alone). 

Like Imbizo, the song Udlayedwa, also irritated the traditional chiefs. The singers in this song lament 

the fact that some villagers have to pay taxes for their dogs. They asked facetiously, but very logically: 

Uma bethelela izinja zizoyiholela yini impesheni? 

lfthey pay dog tax will the dog qualify for a pension? 

But 1993 was a year characterised by joy and pain for Phuzekhemisi, as - while they were still enjoying 

their success and popularity - Khethani was killed in a car accident. When I asked him in an interview 

about this time, he said he thought everything would come to an end when Khethani died. Nonetheless, 

Phuzekhemisi successfully subsequently released albums such as 'Impimpi', ('Spy') 'lIgo--I9', ('in 

1949' ) ' Izwe A lithuthuki' and 'Phansi Imikholllo'. ('Down with the Spears'). 

In a short impromptu interview with Phuzekhemisi, he told me that he is committed to use his music to 

speak for the masses who cannot speak for themselves out of fear of reprisals from the authorities. He 

said he sang in the maskandi style because it was his culture, his tradition and his language. 

Phuzekhemisi's answer reflected the sentiment of Bhodloza' s much-repeated statement during his 

SABCI programme, 'Ezodllmo': that : 

Ngicula IImculo ogijima negazi 

(I sing music that runs in my blood) 
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Phuzekhemisi ' s song is characterised by the call-and-response pattern as described by Nhlekisana and 

Kezilahabi (1998:181): 

The leader starts the song and the rest of the group responds in a choral fonn. The words of the 

song are sung by the leader, and the chorus is sung by the group. 

Izwe Alithulhllki is a song which is sung not only for entertainment but is also used in political contexts: 

this links well with Dyubhele (1994: 148) when she writes about satire in songs: 

The fuct that satire in songs is not confined to cultural contexts, but is also used in political 

contexts, shows its role as a relevant social and political commentary. 

When Phuzekhemisi performs the song, Izwe Alilhulhuki, on the stage the culture of his people is 

transmitted, as pointed out by Okumu (1994:329): 

Performance is the main fonn of transmitting the oral traditional materials of the ethnic group tp its 

members. 

Phuzekhemisi's song, Izwe Alilhulhuki, "falls under oral traditions and it may be associated with 

different genres", says Soko (1994:63) when he wrote about Chitima Ndlovu ' s song. 

The message is the most important thing in the song. That is why when Phuzekhemisi sings, his voice 

is loud and clear. But, in Phuzekhemisi ' s song, it is not only the lyrics that send the message to the 

government, but the performance is also very important. Nhlekisana and Kezilahabi (1998: 170) have 

this to say about performance: 
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Performance has always refused to be contained by the margins drawn by the tip of the pen. With 

this in view, we therefore privilege ontology over epistemology. We look at perfonnance as an 

opening up, a show in which human beings let themselves be what they are. 

The message is also conveyed through body movement, gestures and the facial expression. Dl~ini 

(1994:88) says: 

TIle performer's voice, gestures, body movements and facial expressions are the devices used to 

manipulate the social situation and convey the message. The audience, in return, may respond by 

clapping bands, laughing, ululating or moving over to the performing group. 

Literate members of society have now realized that maskal1da is traditional music that must not be 

neglected. Hutchings (1994:346) wrote: 

Great care should be taken before condenming as irrational those aspects of traditional practice that 

one does not understand. 

Maskanda musical performance principles are integrally linked to Zulu tradition. Phuzekhemisi sings 

what he lives: maskanda music to him is life itself. Rycroft (1957:9-12) shares the same idea when he 

says: 

To an African, music is life itselfrad1er than a part of life. 

The themes of Phuzekhemisi 's songs emanate from his experience in the community. Kirby (1968: 181) 

cited that: 
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Accordingly the themes of the songs tend to centre arOlUld evmts and matters of COtrull011 interests 

and concern to the members of a community or the social groups within it. 

The song, Izwe Alithlllhuld, tells the goverrunent that it has failed to 'deliver', and the people need to 

tell the government how they feeL Kunene (Groenewald and Makopo 199 1:79) writes: 

It is an act of self-emancipation to be able to confront your oppressor face-to-face and tell him in 

lUlcensured language what you think of him. 

fzwe Alilhulhuki, presents - and represents - the face of poverty-stricken communities sung widely 

and publicly in the face of the government that it is satirizing, providing the requisite sense of self

emancipation that Kunene is referring to . 

Methodology 

This study has been conducted qualitatively by collection, analysis, description and interpretation of the 

lyrics and perfonnance of Izwe Alithllthuki as sung by Phuzekhemisi. 

Infeniews wirh some of Phuzekhemis 's supporters: 

I conducted a number of interviews with some of Phuzekhemisi' s fans, and report and comment as 

follows. (please refer to the Appendix A for a full record of all interviews conducted) 

Mathenjwa described Izwe Alilhulhuld as one of Zibonele Phuzekhemisi Mnyandu's greatest protest 

songs. He said it is the first time that maskandi song had been used to protest against the newly-elected 

goverrunent. He said it is interesting to note that the government will quickly understand 

Phuzekhernisi~s plea because he makes use of traditional music. Even though he initially thought that 
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traditional music had no place in the academic world, Mathenjwa became excited when 1 infonned him 

of my intention to document and analyse the song, Izwe Alilhulhuki, and as a result of our interaction, 

he said it is high time that maskandi music should be documented. 

Ntombela admired both the political songs for their «courage", in which, she says, '1'huzekhemisi plays 

the role of the imbongi (praise singer to a king) to the government." On the other hand, Ntombela said 

that she also loved ' proposal songs' by maskalldas, as they make a lady realise how beautiful she is. 

l-llatshwayo, an enthusiastic maskandi music follower, said he looked at Johnson - as he calls 

Phuzekhemisi - as the singer who chooses the theme of politics while others stick to the theme of love. 

l-llatshwayo regards Johnson as a true artist who does not only sing to entertain but also to teach 

people to stand up for their rights while continuing to exercise tradition81 hlol1ipha (politeness). Both 

Mathenjwa and H1atshwayo expressed the hope that today's generation would learn to respect 

traditional music, especi81ly maskandi. They both try to instil the love of this type of music in their 

students. They agreed that the youth is currently more fond of kwailo music than maskandi, a trend 

that they would both like to change. Another infonnant, Buthelezi, confinned that, in his experience, 

the youth of fifteen to twenty-one years prefer kwailo music or ' R and S ' music as compared to 

maskandi music in taxis. Buthelezi also said he was pleased when he heard the sound of maskandi 

music played in the cars of highly educated people. 

Mzimela, a Phuzekhemisi follower, said that all isiZulu teachers should include ma'ikanda songs when 

they teach folklore in schools, and should teach their pupils to perfonn as maskal1das during their 

African cultural day. Mntambo, another Phuzekhemisi fan, said that he felt that 811 radio stations should 

have maskanda programmes. Mntambo complained that other people are not aware of the traditional 
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importance of maskallda music, and the imponance of marketing people' s culture. 

Yet another infonnant, V Nduli, expressed his satisfaction when he discovered that maskalldi music is 

the topic of my academic study. Nduli took me to Eshowe Taxi rank where most of the 'combis' 

(taxis) play maskalldi music. Among the maskandi music played in the ' combis', I heard such artists as 

lhhashi elimhlophe (White Horse). UThwalofu l1amal1kellfShal1e (fhe Twelve and the Wolves) , 

Umfazl omnyama (Black Women), UPhuzekhemisi, and UBhekllmllzi (One who looks after the 

home). I specifically asked him about Phuzekhemisi. Nduli said all Phuzekhemisi ' s CD's are part of his 

life. Nduli refered to Phuzekhemisi as a political figure like Winnie Madikizela-Mandela, Mangosuthu 

Buthelezi and Desmond Tutu to name a few. All these leaders are famous and loved particularly by the 

youth. Nduli felt that Phuzekhemisi was a public figure like them. Like them, he fights the unfairness 

on the part of the government. 

Another infonnant, Solo - as he is known - expressed his love for the maskolldi song, /zU'e 

Alilhlllhuki. He resides at KwaNgwanase where the Reconstruction and Development Progranune has 

failed to improve the lives of the people. Solo even said Phuzekhemisi is not singing about people of 

Umkhomazi only, but about all the people of Africa. He referred to African countries such as Ethiopia, 

Burundi etc. which are starving while European countries like Britain and America are weU developed. 

Solo said the wordAlilhulhuki (it is not developing) and Lil11llthllka (it is developing) could be used to 

refer to 'developed ' and ' undeveloped ' countries. The word 'izwel to Solo meant the 'world' not 

merely the local area as others might think Solo said Phuzekhemisi expressed the public protest very 

weU and the government had already started responding by supplying some rural areas with electricity, 

water and tarred roads. 
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Some infonnants commented on the skill and perfonnance of the maskal1da. 

Mhlongo said he grew up as one of the boys making guitars using planks. cans and string. MhJongo 

described the type of music they played as maskanda music. He felt maskal1da music was superior to 

both mbaqallga and iSicathamiya. 

Lubisi, who was highly approving of the maskal1da lyrics, said maskallda music reminds one of the 

olden days when a maskanda walked a long distance without reali sing it. This is because the ma<;kanda 

is so focused on his guitar and the song that he forgets everything and everyone else. The rhythm of 

the song is realised in his movement which is also very fast. Lubisi said this movement was aimed at 

attracting the izinlombi (girls): the guitar and the song added power to the words of proposaJ of the 

maskanda. 

Cele described the perfonnance of the maskal1da as full of pride: some look sideways when they sing 

as if asking: "UyeZII'd''' (Do you hear?) and "Uycryizwa illgomd''' (Do you hear the song?), referring in 

the first instance to their ability to play the guitar skilfully without looking at it, and in the latter to the 

message contained in the song .. In other words, the maskal1da aims to make his listeners feel what he 

is singing about. 

The range of opinions given above reflects the opinion of the listening public for the protest stance that 

Phuzekhemisi adopts and his skill as a musician and perfonner. 
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Col/ectiol/ qf data: lyrics and pelformal/ce 

Observation of pelformance 

On the 4th of August 1999, Phuzekhemisi and his group singing maskallda music featured in a festival 

in the Patane area. Phuzekhemisi led the singing. Phuzekhemisi first sang the song through alone 

accompanied only by his instrument. During the second singing of the song, the group joined in the 

chorus. The performance was well-rehearsed and very professional. A1l the performers were 

traditionally clothed in amabheshu (traditional male attire made of cowhide to cover the buttocks), and 

they performed ulcusina (dancing) while singing the maskal1di songs. On this occasion I was able to 

observe the performance closely, and rely to some extent on this observation for the conunents that I 

make. 

I also bought radio cassette titled "lzwe Alithuthuki" in order to listen attentively to the lyrics of the 

song. I wrote out the lyrics of the song in order to arrange the song as the singer sings it. I then 

arranged the lyrics in lines in order to analyse each line, and to interpret the song. I also translated the 

lyrics into English so that they will be understood by an English readers of this study. 

Recording of the SOl/g, lzwe Alithuthuki 

I made video and audio recordings of the performance of the song for the analysis of the performance. 

The recordings assisted me in listening to the rhythm of the song and I was able to identifY the balance 

and pattern in the lyrics and performance of the song. 

Obsenalioll qf the Performance of maskanda by Phuzekhemisi 

Phuzekhemisi involves his audience when performing maskanda. The rhythm in lzwe Alilh"Ihuki is 

brought about by the drums, lead guitar, bass guitar and the clapping of hands. Kunene (1986:47) had 
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this to say about the performer and the audience: 

... the artist ... has the opportunity to engage his audience, and be engaged by them in a direct 

dialogue in which ideas are shared, something possible only in oral perfonnances. 

When Phuzekhemisi perfonns he draws on his experiences in Umkhomazi. Like Thami in Muller' s 

article, Phuzekhemisi constructs in perfonnance a particular vision of the urban environment in 

contrast to his "home" in Zululand') (1999: 222). 

Muller (1999:223) has this to say about the perfonnance: 

"Groove" is what draws listeners, audiences and commWlity members into the motion of 

perfonnance, it induces collective participation. 

Muller (1999:224) continues to explain the perfonnance by the maskal1da singer, Thami. She says: 

Performance begins with an introduction called inre/a. izih/abo or isawlIndi, in which the tuning is 

tested and skilfully executed pitch materials are presented. This is followed by an instrumental 

section-consisting ofseveraI interweaving lines - which introouces the lyrics: these comprise a sung 

section that is fairly repetitive in text and sound, the self-praises, and sometimes an additional 

narrative. The SWlg section is then often repeated, and finally there is an instnunental conclusion 

(with a gradual fading out ofsoWld). There is some flexibility in the ordering of the verbal sections, 

so that Chakide's praises may be heard more than once, or the sung section might return with the 

lines of text presented in a new sequence. This flexibility is fairly common in oral perfonnance. 
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The performance by Phuzekhemisi follows the much the same structure described by Muller above. 

Phuzekhemisi 's performance begins with an introduction called izihlabo to tune the guitar. Maskanda 

followers can tell you which regiona1 type of music the maskanda is about to play from the izihlabo. 

As in Muller's description, Phuzekhemisi follows the introduction with an instrumenta1 section, 

consisting of severa1 interweaving lines, which introduces the lyrics: these comprise a sung section that 

is fairly repetitive in text and sound, and includes the self-praises, and sometimes an additional 

narrative. The sung section is then often repeated, and finally there is an instrumenta1 conclusion, with 

a gradua1 fading out of sound. Tome self-praising is amazing because it is the maskal1da 's introduction 

to the audience or listeners. Usua11y the artist introduces himself at the beginning but in maskallda it is 

in the middle. 

Nhlekisana and Kezilahabi, identity physical aesthetic features in performance: co-ordination, rhythm, 

vital force, pause and movement. In Phuzekhemisi's performance, his movement emphasises the beats, 

as he takes several steps forwards and backwards, and then sideways, and the movement of his legs 

move expressively up and down, balancing each other in a co-ordinating rhythm, demonstrating the 

anthropological balancing that Jousse identifies as a feature of the Ora1 style (1997). (see next section) 

Charles Okumu (1994:332) has this to say about performance: 

Oral songs are composed initiaUy by individual composer-singers to the accompaniment of musical 

instruments. Individual composer-singers to the accompaniment of musical instruments. The 

original compositions are then perfonned to a responsive audience, which will give a critical 

evaluation of the songs. Since there is no copyright, any odler member of the society can perfoml 

the same song in its entirety, or in modified fonn to suit his purpose and audience. 
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In my observation, the audience joined and sang with Phuzekhernisi while he perfonned, therefore 

Okumu in the above quotation is supporting what I also observed. 

Theoretical Framework fo r t he analys is of lzwe Alithutllllki as a performed mnemonic text 

Marcel Jousse and Anthropological Global Oral Style 

In The Oral Slyle published in 1925, Marcel lousse, anthropologist, psychologist, ethnologist, linguist 

and teacher, identified the characteristics of ant hropological phenomenon in a wide range of cultural 

milieus throughout the ages. He identified the unique memorising properties of this behaviours of those 

living in such cultural milieus. He also traced and described those features which preserve and deslroy 

Oral-style cultures and traditions. 

I used the theoretical insights ofMarcel Jousse to analyse the song Izwe Alithulhuki. Jousse' s theory of 

Oral-style expression accounts simultaneously for the holistic and mnemonic use of the gestual-visuaV 

oral-aural modes of expression. Jousse identifies four Mnemonic Laws: Mimisrn, Rhythrnism, 

Bilateralism (balance) and Fonnulism which explain the process of human expression and memory. 

Jousse also identifies further memory support in the Mnemotechnica1 Devices of ' clamping' by the 

repetition of words or phrases (clamp-words - ' annomination' ), the repetition of consonants (c1amp

sounds - Aconsonantisation) and the repetition of vowel sounds (clamp-rhymes - Avoca1isation). 

Other Mnemotechnica1 Devices that Jousse identifies include onomatopoeia, key words, and 

countdowns. 

Jousse observed that ' 'parallelism at once physiological. semantic and rhythmic, flows from the human 

bilateralism" (1997:27). Jousse says, the psycho-physiological law of parallelism operate by making 

two prepositional gestures balance. Jousse regards the act of miming or imitation as the very first 
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expression of a new born human being: he called this "mimism". What humans "mimism" or mime -

"ex-press" is what the world around them "i(n)m-presses" upon them. Jousse sees this universe as a 

dynamic whole in which all the pans interact constantly. 

Jousse goes on to identify the nature. function and mnemonic power of rhythmic imitation. Jousse 

identifies the ')ntussuscepting" (1997:79) effect of imitation - mimism being ' rhythmed' into the fibres 

of the human composite - "a complexus ofgeste" - as lousse puts it (1997: 14). 

The actors, are being acted upon and react incessantly (Sienaert 1990:91). Jousse says what is ' im

pressed' and that which is ' ex-pressed' is "geste" (1997). In the perfonnance of the song, Izwe 

alithuthuld, Phuzekhemisi ' ex-presses' his ' im-pressions'. He is 'voicing out-side' what is 'voicing in

side' him. When he is singing this song, his body shows that he is singing about a situation that he does 

not like. Phuzekhemisi 's body "geste" is full of rhythm as he moves in an exaggerated balanced and 

patterned way, from one foot to the other.(see previous section) 

In Zulu there is a saying which says: "bhoboko o

, (express your feeling) . Afucans do not encourage a 

person to sit on a problem hence it is customary to express your feelings especially if there is 

disagreement between you and someone else. This custom known as Ukubhobokelollo provides an 

opportunity for both panies to express their feelings with the aim of burying the hatchet. Jousse notes 

that it is easier to understand a person when we see his or her gestures expressed. When I observed 

Phuzekhemisi performing - 'ex-pressing', I developed a deeper understanding of this protest song. 

Phuzekhemisi's perfonnance <ere_plays" (Jousse 1997:91) a multitude of gestes which are his 'im

pressed experiences'. Phuzekhemisi's song has a rhythm which is also aided by his guitar and the 
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band's drums. The rhythm and balance are obvious when he performs ukllsilla (dances), sings, and 

stamps his feet finnly on the ground. According to African theory such stamping is required to awaken 

the sleeping amadlozi (ancestors) so that they may hear his protest and pleas for assistance. The above 

explanation indicates balance between the living and the dead through rhythm. It is clear therefore that 

Phuzekhemisi is demonstrating Oral-style traditional behaviour in the performance of the song. [zure 

Alifhmhllki. 

Jousse demonstrates that formulas become structured through constant and repetitive use of phrases or 

discrete units of meaning in human expression, as for instance, in traditional texts such as proverbs and 

nursery rhymes, songs and stories, ill/er alia. As the phrases of the Oral-style traditional texts are 

repeated by generations of speakers, they become fixed in a panem which is balanced and rhythmical 

and therefore easy to remember. The chorus in the song Izwe Alilhlllhllki is such a 

'developing/developed ' formula: it is rhythmic and baJanced, and that together with its relevance and 

topicality make it easy to remember. It is this rhythm, balance and formula that makes it possible for 

Phuzekhemisi fans to remember and sing his songs regularly in their daily lives. 

Chorus: 

Ngisho IIgoba 

Izwe alithwhuki 

Kodwa kobelllllgll 

Lilhulhuka 1l~7/kuzol1ke 
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I say because 

No area development 

But to white community 

It develops daily 

The satire in lzwe Alitltuthuki: "mimism" with a "twist' 

While the song, Izwe Alithllthuki, is a protest song, the tone of the lyrics is polite. The polite tone in 

Phuzekhemisi's song reflects the custom of hlonipha. or respect. Those less powerful, which can also 

include the young, women, and in this case the illiterate and poverty-stricken members of the 

community, are taught always to use politeness. In the song, Izwe Alithufhuki. Phuzekhemisi uses the 

word 'Ngicela' meaning 'May I ... ?' - a very polite fonn that seems at first to be inappropriate in a 

protest song. It is nevertheless a subtle and powerful strategy. The polite fonn signals powerlessness. 

This emphasises the lowly status of the protester-singer and the powerfUl status of the govenunent. We 

must remember that in the anti-apartheid protest songs Black singers sang protest songs against the 

Nationalist government without using hlol1ipha. Fonner State President, P.W . Botha as representative 

of the apartheid regime was the target in the following song. 

Uyabalek'uBotha 

Uyobalek' uBotha 

Nezinja zakhe 

Botha is fleeing 

Botha is fleeing 

Together with his dogs 

(Groenewald and Makop;> 1991 :87) 
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Izwe Alilhflllhuki is polite and subtle. 1n the singing of lzwe Alifhufhuki, Phuzekhemisi is planting a 

seed - ' impressing' - the audience with the message that the government is not delivering to the Black 

population. The audience then sings the song themselves, repeating the chorus even when they are 

working. This repeated ' expressing' reinforces the ' impressing'. By appearing to be polite, 

Phuzekhemisi cannot be accused of being 'unpatriotic' or 'disloyal ' to the ruling government. 

Therefore, there is no justification for restricting him from singing the song nor his audience in 

repeating it. As the song is sung the message in the song is being ' rhythmo-melodically' (Jousse 

1997:2 13) intussuscepted in the fibres of the people. This is a form of subtle, but very effective, 

persuasion that has been used over and over again in the history of maskanda. lf we are to believe 

Jousse, then it can be argued that this process is operating a very slow, but sure form of brainwashing, 

of the kind that has the capacity to energise revolution. 

Analysis and Interpretation of the lyrics of lzwe Alithuthuki as an Oral-style text 

The Oral Style is a mode of mnemonic anthropological expression. To demonstrate that lzwe 

Alithulhllki is an Oral-style text, 1 identifY the operation of the Mnemonic Laws of Mimism, 

Rhythmism, Bilateralism and FomlUlism in the song. I also identifY the Mnemotechnical Devices such 

as Annomination, Aconsonantisation, and Avocalisation. I have used a video-recording of 

Phuzekhemisi singing the song for analysis of the lyrics and petforrnance of the song. 

Analysis of the lyrics and performance of lzwe Alitllllthuki as oral-auraVgestual-visual 

mnemonic expression. 

In an interview with Phuzekhemisi, he said his compositions are original, saying: 
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NgiclIla ngezilllo ezenzeka empilweni yaballlll bangakilhi 

I sing about the things that happen in the life of the people in my community. 

Ln Jousse's terms, Phuzekhemisi is "mimisming" the impressions of his world in the expression which is 

his song. Phuzekhemisi acknowledges his natural talent to express himself on the guitar. Phuzekhemisi 

refers to himself as the voice of the people: " It is only through my voice that I can speak on behalf of 

my people". While ThaJTri in Muller' s artitle calls himself Uchakide, Phuzekhemisi refers to himself as 

Ubhejane (rhinoceros). 

Phuzekhemisi chooses to caU himself a rhinoceros because he sees himself as a tough thick-skinned 

man. Certain political organisations have attacked him because of his songs which are satirical but he 

has never quit. He is like a rhinoceros in that he has a tough thick skin like that of the rhinoceros which 

is unaffected by the thorns and prickles of the bush. Phuzekhemisi absorbs the thorny criticisms like the 

rhinoceros feeds off the thorny trees. Like a rhinoceros which depends on the horn to defend itselfand 

to make itself heard, Phuzekhemisi pricks the government through his ma<;kal1da music, which is his 

" lIphondo lukabhejane ,. (the rhinoceros horn). 

To other musicians. Phuzekhemisi is like a rhinoceros that bulldozes everything in his path, even trees. 

Phuzekhemsisi cannot be beaten by other maskandis as he sells the best music in the market. Anyone 

who stands in his way is crushed to nothing. Phuzekhemisi says: 

and: 

Mina IIgillgubhejalle ol1ophondo 

I am a rhinoceros with a horn 
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Ng;bahlaba ngaloluphol1do abanye omaskal1da 

I prick other maskanda using this horn 

Phuzekhemisi is not alone in this self-praise. Thami says to Muller (1999:227). 

You see, I say to other maskanda, I say, .. ..... You are not very good for playing, you maskanda. 

The Anthropos and Mimism and metaphor: what does h;we Alithuthuki mean? 

Jousse (1997: 14) describes the anthropos - 'man' - as an indivisible complexus of gestes, a psycho

physiological whole, a whole being. The "geste" is an impulse that is played into man - im(n)-pressed

by the surrounding environment, which man then " re-plays" - ex-presses. Jousse calls it «mimism". 

Phuzekhemisi ' ex-presses' his 'im-pressions' in the song, fzwe Alilhuthuki: 

Ngicel' Uk1ll1ibuza 

Weban/1I base - Africa 

Leli zwe lobaba 

Lisaphetfnve abe/ungu 

Ngiyabllza 

Ngisho ngoba kubanlu 

fzwe alilhUlhuki 

Kodwa kobehmgll 

Lithlllhllka nsukuzonke 

Ngibuza kini webaholi 

Ngiyabuza webaholi 

May I ask you 

People of Afiica 

This country of our fathers 

Is still ruled by white people 

I am asking 

I say this because to black areas 

There is no development 

But to white areas 

Development occurs daily 

1 ask you leaders 

I am asking you leaders. 
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I have analysed the song according to its "remodelled" (Jousse 1997:91) meaning: meaning as a nTIITor 

or reflection of social reality. The title Izwe Alifhuthllki suggests what the singer is observing in his 

country, South Africa. It is noticeable that although Phuzekhemisi is singing about his area he has used 

the word lzwe - perhaps to emphasise the seriousness of his purpose. Usually in rural areas 

Reconstruction and Development Programme was not effective because leaders of the people saw the 

chance of misusing funds. Leaders failed to build houses, to bring water and electricity, to construct 

good roads and to provide jobs for unemployed people, in spite of the fact that money was provided 

for this purpose. 

Ngicel'lIkllbuUl 

May I ask you 

The above demonstrate the politeness of the maskandi while he is making people aware of the bias in 

government: the maskandi chooses to make this known, in a respectful manner. 

We baJ1lI1 base-Africa 

People of Afiica 

The above is directed to all African people. 1t is debatable that the Maskcmdi meant people of the 

continent. I think that Phuzekhemisi means Black South Afiicans. 

Leli nve 100000 

Our fatherland 
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In the above the maskalldi is an indigenous person. Phuzekhemisi refers to Africa as the land of the 

Black people given to his fathers by God. The singer's complaint is justified: he expects a Black 

government to deliver in the Black areas. 

Lisaphelhwe abebmgu 

Is still governed by whites. 

[n the above the singer is expressing his feelings that whites are still 'governing'. Phuzekhemisi sees no 

change from the past. 

Ngiyabuza 

I'm asking 

[n the above the singer repeats what he has said before. This question makes the maskal1di song 

different from pre-1994 election songs. Songs of struggle were sometimes accompanied by loyi-lOyi 

dance and were not polite as this one is. Songs like Khllllll' IIMoJJdela (Release Mandela) ~ere 

commanding and instructive. That song goes like this: 

Oliva rambo 

The/ha noBo/ha 

Hha kh"flll' IIMandela 

Ihohhal Khllllll' uMandela 

Ihohhal Khullll' ItMandela 

Ihohhal Khllllll' IIMandela 

lyohhal Khllllll' IIMandela 
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Oliver Tambo 

Speak with Both. 

To release Mandela 

Ihohha l Free Mandela 

Ihohhal Free Mandela 

Ihohhal Free Mandela 

Ihohhal Free Mandela 

While the above demonstrates that the country is governed by Blacks, the example below shows that 

there is no development even if the government has provided people with Reconstruction and 

Development Programmes. 

Kodwa kobe/llngll 

Lithlllhllka nSllkuzonke 

But to whites 

Development occurs daily 

The singer complains that in white areas (urban areas) development occurs daily while in Black areas 

(rural areas) there is no development, i.e. people are without tarred roads, electricity, water supply and 

decent houses. The singer therefore protests that there has been no change brought about by the 

government led by Blacks. 

Ngibllza kini webaholi 

Ngiyabuza webaholi 
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I ask YOll leaders 

I am asking you leaders 

The singer makes it clear that his question is directed to his leaders. The leaders in this case are people 

both in national and provincial govenunent. The maskandi is exercising his right to ask the people he 

voted into power why there is no delivery. 

In interpreting this song, I agree with Nadime Gordimer: ' 'Black writers choose their plots and literary 

styles, their themes choose them" (as quoted by Kunene 1986:36). Kunene further spells out that the 

message alongside many a theme in a Black literature is: "The message is one: Simultaneous liberation 

and the creation of a new society" . The song Izwe Alililllli1uki canies the message that, if the 

government heeds its warnings, a new happy society will be created. 

The Maskandi song is an oral fonn of the written memorandum that are submitted by organisations to 

political leaders. There is some indication that the government has responded positively. In some rural 

areas, but not all, electricity. water and clinics is now provided. Protest songs make people become 

aware of the situation. 
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The Anthropological Mnemonic Oral-style Laws of Rhythm, Bilateralism and Formulism 

The Anthropological Law of Bilateratism 

Jousse identifies that man is naturally balanced with a left and right side, and a front and a back, a top 

and a bottom. He notes that this bilaterality is used co-operatively with rhythm, to enable and reinforce 

rhythmic performance of a wide range of daily tasks which require both physicaJ strength and skill, and 

the capacity to understand, learn and remember. He notes the way in which children choose to learn 

rhythmically and out aloud in a balanced sing-song way. The Bilateralism found in the song, Izwe 

Atithuthuld, is illustrated in the Rhythmic Schemas below. 

The Anthropological Law of Rhythmism 

JOllSse identifies the essential rhythmical nature of man and his environment, and the role that such 

rhythm plays in all of the anthropos activities both voluntary and involuntary. He also obselVes the 

natural dependence of man on the process of rhythm in a wide range of behaviours and milieux. 

Rhythm and balance help each other in the song, /:zwe Atithulhuki: 

Izwe atirhlllhuki ill Bi/aleratised Rhythmic Schemas 

The song is constructed as follows: Two binary rhythmic schemas (1-4) are followed by a single 

rhythmic unit (5) followed by two binary rhythmic schemas (6-9) followed by a single rhythmic unit 

(10) followed by two binary rhythmic schemas (11-14), as indicated in the following layout. 

1 2 

Ngicela ukul1ibuza Weballlu base-Afrika 

3 4 

Leli zwe lobaba Lisaphethwe abalungu 

5 
Ngiyabllza 
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6 7 

Ngisho IIgoba kubamu Izwe Alithlllllllki 

8 9 

kodwa kubelul1gu Lithulhuka IlslIkuzonke 

10 
Ngiyabllw 

11 12 

NgibuZtl kill; Webaholi 

13 14 

Ngiyabllw Webaholi 

English translation of the above: 

2 

May I ask you People of Africa 

3 4 

This land of our fathers Is still ruled by white people 

5 

I am asking 

6 7 

I say this because to the Black People There is no development 

8 9 

But to White people Development occurs daily 

10 

I am asking 

11 12 

I am asking you Leaders 

13 14 

I am asking you Leaders 
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The A11IhrolXJlogical Law q[ Formll!i5111 

With Rhythmism and Bilateralism interacting with each other. Formulism is a natural product. Any 

balanced rhythmical chanting very quickly suggests a series of patterns or 'formulae' which become 

conventionally structured through constant and repeated use. in the detailed analysis of Izwe 

Alilhuthllki that follows this is demonstrated. 

M,lemOlecllll;cal Devices 

Marcel Jousse (1997) defines Oral Style as the system that operates effectively as a reliable record 

because it acts as an aide-memoire (memory-aid) through the use of Mnemotechnica1 Devices each of 

which employs one or more of Mimism, Rhythmism, BilateraJism and Formulism. 

The maskanda song is characterised by a repetition of rhythmic units, morphemes, consonant 

sounds and vowel sounds. I have chosen to use this schema to demonstrate this repetition. Jousse 

caUs the repetition of consonants - 'aconsonantisation ' and the repetition of vowels -

' avocalisation'. The repetition of words Jousse calls - ' annomination' . Clamping therefore below 

indicates the repetition of words. vowels and consonants. Morphemes which are repeated are also 

indicated. 
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'!he incidence qf clamping devices as MllemOlechllical Devices at the level of whole rhythmic 

schemers - Formulas - in the song /zwe Atithuthuki -

This presentation of the song, /zwe Atilhlllhuki, indicates the incidence of repetitions of whole rhythmic 

units, marked in coloured boxes. 

2 

Ngicela IIlamibllza Weballlll hase-Afrika 

3 4 

Leti zwe lobaba Usaphelhwe abelllngll 

5 

Ngiyabllza 

6 7 

Ngisho IIgoba kubamu /zwe Alilhulhuki 

8 9 
kodwa Ia/belllngll Lithllthuka IIsukuzonke 

10 

Ngiyabuza 

11 12 

Ngibuza kini Webaholi 

13 14 

Ngiyabuw Webaholi 

Ngiyabllza is repeated three times and is marked in a blue box. Webaholi is repeated twice and is 

marked in a red box. Each repetition constitutes a formulaic clamping. 
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The incidence of clamping devices as Mnemotechnical Del'ices at the level of morpheme-combinotion 

ill the song Izwe Alithuthuki. 

This presentation of the song, Izl-t'e Alithlllhuki, indicates the incidence of repetitions of morpheme-

combinations, marked in coloured braces, with the coloured boxes marking the repetition of whole 

rhythmic units carried forward. 

2 

Ngicelu ukullit huza, We{OOlltu} OOse-Afrika 

3 4 

Leli lwe 100000 Lisaphethwe abe/lullgu} 

5 

Ngiyu fbllzo 

6 7 

Ngislto IIgoOO ku {bantu} Izwe A llitftlltl,u/ki 

8 9 

kot/lVu kllbe{lllngul {Lithutlmlka IIsukuZOllke 

IQ 

I I 12 

Ngilhuza/ kini Wehaholi 

13 14 

Ngiya{buza WeOOltoli 

Comment: The Clamping Formulas in the above are marked as follows: 
• -buzo , brace-bracketed in turqm ise, in Boxes I, S, 10, 11 and 13. 
• {-huntu), brace-bracketed in blue, in Boxes 2 and 6~ 
• {-Iungu!, brace-bracketed in red, in Boxes 4 and 8~ 
• {-lit/mthu}, brace-bracketed in grtf'n, in Boxes 7 and 9 
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The incidence of clamping devices as Mnemotechnical Devices at the le\'el of single mOlphemes il1 

the song /zU'e Alilhlllhllki 

This presentation of the song, Izwe AlithllJhuki, indicates the incidence of repetitions of single 

morphemes, marked in coloured square brackets, with the coloured braces marking the 

morpheme-combinat ions and the coloured boxes marking the repetition of whole rhythmic units 

carried forward . 

2 

INgil cela ulkul ni {buza' IWe/ffOO!l"t"l} fbalse-AJriku 

3 4 

Lellil Z/weJ 10fOOJfbaJ U jsaplretlrl wel abe{lungu! 

5 

[Ngilfya/{bulP 

6 7 

INgil slw ngol OOI fku]{IOOl/ntul} wel Alllil/thu!ltllllll ki 

8 

kOlhva /kuJbe{lungu} I/L i/ltlrul/tlrull ka nsufkulu mke 

10 

fNgil fyaJlbuzul 

11 12 

INgi"buza~ ki ni {WelfOOl/lrolllil 

13 14 

/Ngil/ya/{OOza,' 'WelfOOl/lrol/li 

Comment: The Clamping Fonnulas in the above are marked as follows: 

• I-ba/, square-bracketed in red, in Boxes 2, 3, 6,12 and 14 (8 times in 6 boxes); 

• I-ngi!, square-bracketed in gl'een. in Boxes I, 5, 6, 10. 11 , and 13 (6 times in 6 boxes); 

• I-lil. square-bracketed in blue, in Boxes 3, 4, 7, 9, 12 and 14 (6 times in 6 boxes); 
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• I-kill, square-bracketed in black, in Boxes 1, 6,8, and 9 (4 times); 

• {-yul, square-bracketed in maroon, in Boxes 5, 10, and 13 (4 timest 

• I-wel, square-bracketed in pink, in Boxes 2, 3,4, and 7 (4 times)~ 

• -ni J square-bracketed in , in Boxes I and 11 (2 times); 

• I-Iftlll. square-bracketed in cerise, in Boxes 2 and 6 (2 times); 

• /-110/, square-bracketed in ~reen, in Boxes 12 and 14 (2 times). 

This demonstrates the 'clamping' as a memory-aid, making it easier to learn the song and to remember 

it. \The initial, medial or final position afthe (composite-)morpheme is significant. 

• Where the repeated (cornposite-)morpheme appears at the beginning of the rhythmic unit, it 

petfonns as an 'initial clamp', as is the case of 1-lIgil , (Boxes I, S, 6, 10, 11 , and J3), /-lij (Boxes 

4 and 9, I-wel (Boxes 2, 12, and 14). 

• Where the repeated (composite-)morpheme appears within the rhythmic unit, it perfonns as a 

' medial clamp', as in the case of I-lil (Boxes 3 and 7) I-we! (Boxes 3, 4 and 7), I-kll} (Boxes I, 6, 

8, and 9), I-ya} (Boxes 5, 10 and 13), [,-hal (Boxes 2 (x2), 3, 4, 6 (x2), 12 and 14. 

• Where the repeated (composite-)morpheme appears at the end of the rhythmic unit, it 

perfonns as a 'final clamp', as in the case ofl -li) (Boxes 12 and 14), ' buza " (Boxes 1,5, 10 

and 13), /Iungul. (Boxes 4 and 8). 

• Where the repeated (composite-)morpheme appears in two positions, it perfonns as a 'cross 

clamp', as in the case of I-n,"} (Box 2 - medial and Box 6 - final), I-haj (Boxes 2 (x2), 3, 4, 6 

(x2), 12 and 14 - medial and Box 3 - final), I-/ij (Boxes 4 and 9 - initial and Boxes 12 and 14 -

final). 
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[n addition to the morphemic clamping identified above, there is further repetition in the meanings of 

the lyrics which further support the mnemonic structure of the song. In rhythmic unit 1 there is 

' lIkunibuzo' (to ask you) which carries much the same meaning as 'ngiyallibuza ' (l am asking) in 

rhythmic units 5, 10 and 13, and ' l1gibllUl ' (l am asking) in rhythmic unit 11 . In rhythmic unit 2, 

'weballlll' (people) and 'kllbanlu' (to the people) echo each other. In rhythmic unit 3, 'Ieli lizwe' (this 

land) and in rhythmic unit 7 ~ 'Izwe' (the land) is repeated. In rhythmic unit 4, 'abelullglI ' (White 

community) and 'kubelungu ' rhythmic unit 8 (to white community) is repeated. In rhythmic unit 7, 

'alithulhuki' (it does not develop) is repeated in rhythmic unit 9 as ' lithulhllka' (it develops). In 

rhythmic unit 12 and 14, 'we baholi' (you leaders) is repeated. 

The incidence of clamping devices as Mllemolechnical Devices al the level of consonalll sounds -

acol1sonallfisalion - inlhe song lzwe Alithllthllki 

Jousse refers to repetition of consonant sounds as ' aconsonantisation ' , another fonn of clamping as an 

aid to memory and learning. In the song. Izwe Alilhuthuki, the following consonant sounds are 

repeated creating a clamping pattern, or fonnula, for example: If;':, I, h, h, • tJ: 

• [111.'] is repeated at the beginning of ngicela, ngis/lO, ngiyahuza, Itgihuza. 

• [I] is repeated at the beginning of leli zwe, and lisaplretlrwe. 

• [/.: ] is repeated in kodwa kohelungu and kini 

• [b] is repeated in huza, bantu, hase-Afrika, lobaha, ngoba, weba/toli, in all the rhythmic 

units except rhythmic unit I and 9. 

• [ ] is repeated in bu u, onke, we. 

• [th ] is repeated in ulithuthuki and litJm.IJlIIka. 
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This presentation of the song, izwe Alilhlllhuki below, indicates the incidence of repetitions of 

consonant sounds, marked in colour, with the coloured square brackets marking single 

morphemes, the coloured braces marking the morpheme-combinations and the coloured boxes 

marking the repetition of whole rhythmic units, carned forward . 

1 2 

IIVgileela ulkul ni {hu al {Wef{fhalflltIlIJ fha/se-Afrika 

3 4 

I.ellil fwellofhalfhal /Li/saplletlt!we! abellllllglll 

5 

{Ngil/yalf"" al 

6 7 

/N/:ils/IO ngofhal l~lI/{fhalfntIlIJ / Iwel A flfilf/hut/lIIl} I i 

8 9 
kodwa l!.uJhe{lunguJ f{Lil/thuthuf}Aa nSIl{Aul on!e 

10 

{Ngil fyalfhu al 

11 12 

{Ngilfhll al ki ni {We/fhalfl/Olflil 

!3 14 

{Ngilfyal /bu al fWe/fhalflwlflil 

Comment: The Aconsonantisation Clamping Formulas in the above are marked as foUows: 

• IIg in Boxes 1, 4, S, 6, 8, 10, 11 , 13. 

• h in Boxes 1, 2, 3, 4,5,6, 8, 10, 11 , 12, 13, 14. 

• I in Boxes 3, 4, 7, 8, 9, 12, 14. 

• k inBoxes 1, 2, 6, 7,8, 9, 11. 

• in Boxes I, S, ID, 13 . 

• lit in Boxes 7, 9. 
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Ihe incidence of clamping devices as Mnemotechllical Devices at the lewd of \'Owel sounds -

cwocalisation - in the song Izwe Alilhufhuki 

Jousse refers to repetition of vowel sounds as 'avocalisation', another fonn of clamping aiding 

memory and learning. In the song, lzwe Alilhlllhuki, vowel sounds are repeated creating a 

clamping pattern, or formula. which relates to rhythmic phrases. This is a very dense pattern of 

Avocalisation Clamping Formulas as can be seen from the following: 

• a in all Boxes except 7. 

• 4 in al1 Boxes except 5, 6, 10, 11 , 13. 

• ; in all Boxes except 2, 8. 

• () in Boxes 3, 6, 8, 9, 12, 14. 

• u in all Boxes except 3, 12, 14. 

Examples immediately below include a demonstration of the use of each of the following: (/, I..', ; , OJ 11, 

for clamping. 

• the repetition of the vowel [1I ] in ahelllngu and lllillrllflrllki. 

• the repetition of the vowel [I] in ngicela, IIkllnihuZtl, and leli. 

• the repetition of the vowel u in uimnibulll, webantu, abelungu, ngiyabuza and alithutlzuki. 

• the repetition of the vowel [1.. ] in ngiet. la, m.hanlll, zw , and lisaplz' thw~ . 

The presentation below of the song, Izwe Alilhllthuki, indicates the incidence of repetitions of 

vowel sounds, marked in colour, with the consonant sounds marked in colour, the coloured 

square brackets marking single morphemes, the coloured braces marking the morpheme

combinations and the coloured boxes marking the repetition of whole rhythmic units carried 

forward . 
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2 

[Ng/lecta u[kul ni fbu ul {WcfffbulfntulJ fba/se-AfriAa 

3 4 

L<,{/iJ {>vel lo[halfbaJ fUfslIpltctltfwc/ abe{lungu} 

5 
{NgillruJfhllwl 

6 7 

l!Vgi/sllO ngofbaJ lkllf{fballntall r [>vel A{{li/ltlrutlrull ki 

8 9 
h()(hvu f1"'l be{/imgll} {{LiJftlllltlmllka nSlllkulzonlw 

L-------~==~~IO~==~ 
{Nllil/yal/bll III 

I I 12 

(Ngi/lbu III hi ni [Welfhulflw/llil 

J3 14 

IVgi/ly aJlhu al [WeffhaJlllO/llil 

The use of colour to mark formulaic clamping 

The effects of using colour to mark all repetitions in the perfonned Zulu text of Izwe Alilhufhuki is to 

reveal the beauty found in the sound of the song. While the song is primarily a socio-cultural archive 

and a vehicle for protest. there is also beauty in orality. The colour symbolises metaphorically the 

weaving of sound into a lex/us eweaving' in Latin) known to us as ' text '. 

The brief analysis above indicates that clamping is an important element in the song lzwe Alilhulhuki. 

As a Mnemoteclmical Device. clamping contributes to the mnemonic structure which, according to 

Jousse, enables learning and supports memory. 
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Conclusion 

Performance, including voice, gesture and movement, transmits the oral traditional materials of the 

ethnic group to its members. Maskandi song should be preserved for future generations. Guma says: 

A people's past is its spiritual heritage, and as such, it should not only be nursed and nurtured., but 

preserved and jealously guarded for all times. This is because of the stability that it provides, for 

without it, a nation is like a tree without roots, liable to be blown over by the gentlest breezes, with 

it, it can withstand the strongest of hurricanes, because it is firmly rooted (in Okumu 1994:329). 

In concluding this study 1 would like to highlight the fact that the Izwe Alilhulhuki song by 

Phuzekhemisi has heeded the clarion call by the South African President when he speaks a~out the 

"African Renaissance". 

Writing about Maskandi as a protest song revives the African tradition to use the genre of song in 

order to express emotions, opinions and feelings. It is important again to note that the hlol1ipha custom 

is a vital source of law and order in African societies, especially the Zulu society. The song, Iz",e 

Alilhlllhllki, bears this custom while other protesting and political songs vilify the intended person. 

Mkonto (1988:6) shares this view in his writings when he says: 

Naturally, a direct rebuke results in an intolerable feeling which may affect human relations. 

(1988:6). 

This song, Izwe Alithlllhllki, therefore is relevant because it maintains order between the rulers and the 

ruled in order for a society to uphold certain societal norms and values. Words like I1gicela (I ask) and 

ukunibuZCl (to ask you) indicate politeness. This song also comments on political affairs. It is directed 
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at those people in government who make selfish decisions to serve their own interests. 

I recognise that the maskaJldi, Phuzekhemisi uses his talent as a vehicle for applying social pressure on 

society. lzwe Alilhlllhllki as a song of protest reflects the nation' s socio-cultura1 life, and as expression 

it asserts and confirms the nation's values. IZH'e Alilhlllhllki is not confined to cultural contexts only, it 

is a1so used in political contexts. Therefore it has a place to be taken as a relevant social and political 

commentary. Like Xhosa folksongs are used to communicate ideas, and to control cultural nomlS and 

values, and are not merely a form of entertainment, /;;we alilhlllhllki forms a significant part of the 0ra1 

socio-cultural archive that identifies the time and place in which we are currently living in South Amca. 
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App~ndix.A: The following is a schedule of ilie interviews conducted in iliis study: 

I 

Nstue & status Date Place A~e Duration Subject I ttddress-
I 

Tel.:No. 

L.P, Matllenjwa Lecturer u.z, 1999 June 2 Unizul 4; Ihr Song analysis Plhag xlOOI (03;) 7933911 

KwaDlangezwa 

M, Lubisi Lecturer u.z, 1999 June 2 Unizul 4~ Ihr Word Division PlBagxlOOl (03;) 7933~ II 
KwaDlange~a 

V.J.B, Nduli Teacher 1999 Jul21 Eshowe 42 2hrs Maskandllllfluroce P,O. Box3;1 Esihllawllli (035) 7967629 

VI Mhlollgo lnduna Yenkosi 1999 Jul26 Esihllawuli 60 2hrs Traditional Songg P.O. Box3; , (035) 5809040 
KwaMbonambi 

B.8, Cele Te~dlet: 1999 Jul30 Bsihl1a\~Ul i 46 3hrs Perfomlauce Box 639 Esikhawlni (035) 7966~64 

MIS. Mathenjwa ¥clro Supervisor 1999 Jul 3l fuanda 40 Ihr Message Box 444 Inanda (DB~ (031) 4691204 

E.J. Ntombela Teacher 1999 ~ug26 LamontVille 39 lhr Perfonnci' 2132 Hull Road (DBN) (031) 4691204 

B.Mntambo Ex, SABC Presroter 1999 Aug27 Durb8nSABC 38 Ihr Theme N/A 083-4995304 

C,P. Mziniela ex,Brigadier SAP 1999 S'Pt. 2; Embabe 65 3 Value of Maskatidi Box m Kwalllbonambi 03;·5809204 

hI'S 

S,N. Hadene Lectllrer Esihll. College 1999 Sept. 29 NgweleZall3 42 2hrs Dance (ukusllla) Box 2604 Empangeni 0357940045 

IN. Khumalo Teacller 19990dober Enseleni 31 2 hI's Youtll 0pulion J2 ESikJ13WUli 083 ;300899 

09 

S, Hlatshwayo Teadler 19990dober UnilllOmazi 30 Ihr Guitar contribution Box ;6; Scottbur~l 03294)2137 

11 

T. MatllOnsi Studalt (Maskallda) 2000 Januaty 12 Unizul 26 2hrs Who is Maskandi 0839363847 

lZ, Mnyanou (Maskanda) 1999 Aug04 Phailiane 49 30muI Message to tile 
Govt, 

N,D, Mboka~ (Student) 1999 Nov06 Embabe 18 Ihr Protest song Box m Kwambonambi 03; ;809050 

L. Khumalo (Student) 1999 Nov 11 Embabe 19 lhr Kwaito and Box 1304 Kwambonambi 
maskandi 


